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Last February Governor Perpich issued his budget message 
to the Legislature. In that message, he set a new tone and 
committed his administration to a reconsideration of how 
to provide public services. Specifically he said: 

"We must and will find new solutions to the 
alternatives of cut! and tax! We need to  recon- 
sider and possibly restructure the way we provide 
state services. The answers will not come easily. 
But if we bring our will and wit to  bear on the 
problem, solutions will come from the informed 
pragmatism of many Minnesotans determined to  
create new alternatives. 

"This budget is only a beginning in the process of 
fundamental reconsideration of how best to  
provide the services of government. But we must 
begin." 

The way out of a deep hole is usually not with a shovel. In 
the recent spate of special sessions, though, lawmakers have 
consistently solved the problem with higher tax rates and 
less service. Those were urgent moments and the choices 
were few. Now, though, facing the final weeks of the 
regular session, will the result be different? Will we just dig 
a deeper hole or begin to use the tools that can make a 
difference? 

For some the problem is simply a matter of money- 
restoring it, raising it. Just get spending back up to demand 
levels, and the problem is fured. The only question left in 
this approach is where to get the money, whose taxes t o  
raise. 

The real problem though is the need to build more quality 
into services, and to get control over spending increases. 
Serious risks are run in solving this problem on the revenue 
side. The hole gets deeper as s e ~ c e s  deteriorate, economic 
development is discouraged, and public dissatisfaction 
grows. 
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Many bills have been filed which are aimed at innovation 
and cost control, which offer promise that legislators, along 
with the governor, are expanding their vision past their 
terms of office. But how many of these bills will actually 
pass? As this session comes to  an end, we appeal to  the 
members of the Legislature to join the Governor in a 
commitment to  do more this time than balance the budget. 
This session should hold the line on spending, and leave 
tax policy alone, until strategies for controlling cost in- 
creases and revitalizing services are in place. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1. THAT SPENDING FOR THE 1983-85 BIENNIUM 
NOT EXCEED THE GOVERNOR'S RECOMMENDA- 
TIONS. 

2. THAT REVENUES BE RAISED FOR THE BIEN- 
NIUM WITHOUT MAJOR TAX POLICY CHANGES- 

a. Leave indexing as it is. 

b. Keep the temporary taxes temporary. 

c. Make no changes in deductibility of federal taxes. 

3.  THAT THE GOVERNOR VETO ANY APPROPRIA- 
TIONS WHICH EXCEED HIS GUIDELINES OR ANY 
TAX BILL WHICH CARRIES POLICY CHANGES 
WHICH FACILITATE EVEN HIGHER FUTURE 
SPENDING. 

4.  THAT SPECIAL COMMISSIONS BE ESTABLISHED 
FOR THE MAJOR AREAS OF SPENDING FOR THE 
PURPOSE OF INTERIM STUDY OF WAYS TO 
REVITALUE THESE MAJOR SERVICES. These 
studies should be directed at strategies for building 
quality under conditions of steady or even declining 
resources. 



In concentrating on negotiating changes in tax policy rather 
than getting at inevitable spending questions, the Legisla- 
ture courts the illusion that growth in public sector reve- 
nues will resume. Lawmakers need to face the fact that the 
money isn't there, after all, and there is just no evidence to 
support the notion that the limits we now face will disap- 
pear. 

Persistence in fixing up the revenue raising machinery leaves 
the door open to a growing, dangerous reaction. A tax 
revolt could happen here, as individual resentment grows 
over the state's inability to come to grips with spending 
patterns. 

And whatever the facts may be in the debate over "business 
climate." the perception prevails that state fi cal policy is 
hostile to business development. Since the gr l atest impact 
that the state can make on economic development is 
creating the climate which facilitates it, a worse situation is 
hard to imagine. 

Even though some constraints are emerging, this sessions 
seems likely to leave most major spending sectors no more 
accountable while spending even higher sums on them. Over 
time this practice can actually contribute to a decline in 
quality. What inore spending often does id to make it 
possible to continue existing delivery mechani ms, however 
inefficient or inadequate they may have be d ome, and at 
higher cost. Just more spending on the preswt system of 
services does not invite the innovations that bring higher 
quality; it may even have the opposite effect. We could 
become a state where taxes remain high while the quality of 
services declines. 

When quality does deteriorate, those whose interest is 
simply in getting taxes down may argue that thle services are 
no longer worth what they cost; should that sentiment 
become a majority, those with the lowest idcomes, who 
depend most on the public provision of services, would be 
put at even greater risk. I t  is a growing possibility that our 
failure to reassess the way we spend public resources 
threatens the traditions of generosity and fairness. 

HOW CAN THE QUALITY OF SERVICES BE IMPROVED, 
apart from the question of how much we spend? 

We could get improvement by letting the people who use 
the service do more of the deciding about what the service 
is and who delivers it, instead of government professionals 
keeping all these decisions to themselves. 

We could get improvements by moving away from monop- 
oly environments, where only one provider delivers the 

service, to one in which others can compete for this oppor- 
tunity. In too many services now, citizens are asked to deal 
with an inflexible monopoly mentality where professionals- 
in-charge "know best," where those who provide service 
have insulated themselves from the risks of any competi- 
tion, and in some cases, have even insinuated themselves 
into the policymaking process itself. 

Permitting more competition in delivering public services is 
in some ways a matter of who should share the risks in- 
volved in the "service business." When legislators just give 
in to demands for higher spending, what's happening is 
that the taxpayer is absorbing the risk. If, as sometimes 
happens, spending is simply suppressed (across the board 
cutting, capping reimbursements, etc.), then the amount 
and often the quality of service is put at risk. What we 
rarely do, and should now be trying to do, is make pro- 
ducers of the service bear some greater share of the risk. 
Here we may see colleges having to earn a greater share of 
their revenue, as tuition becomes a greater share of their 
support dollars. Whether in urban transit, or in health care, 
government policy could make a system that is more open 
to new providers of service, so that public policy objectives 
are met, without necessarily higher spending. 

To be sure, the combination of high taxes and growing 
questions about the quality of services is producing much 
higher interest in how services are delivered. And we con- 
tinue to hear that the way to get quality is to spend more. 
Yet this is precisely the wrong thing to do. If we spend 
more now, and forego the opportunity to  evaluate our ser- 
vice systems, we have nothing to  look forward to but 
higher cost and continued questions about quality and 
equity. 

The most encouraging prospect at present is the likely crea- 
tion-by the 1983 Legislature-of major study commissions 
in the big spending areas. One, concerning the size of the 
state highway system, already is law. In another case, post- 
secondary education, the Governor has created a commis- 
sion to propose ways to maintain quality in a period of 
declining enrollment and fiscal constraint. In three other 
areas, metropolitan transit, medical care for the indigent 
and elementary-secondary education, bills for study com- 
missions have been proposed in both the House and Senate. 

It is possible, therefore, that the 1985 Legislature will have 
an excellent opportunity to receive and consider its most 
comprehensive agenda to  date for re-designing public serv- 
ices to  assure quality without just raising taxes. However, 
a major infusion now of new dollars to spend, would 
severely damage the changes of maintaining an impetus for 
change in 1985. 



Look~ng at bills that will apparently pass in this session, the 
best example of policy moving in the direction of better 
spending practices is in higher education. Here, building on 
t l~e  recommendations of the Higher Education Coordinat- 
ing Board (HECB) (with help from a special Task Force on 
Future Funding), the governor has proposed a five-point 
program which seeks to uphold quality while recognizing 
over time real limits on state resources. It hands the govern- 
ing boards a reasonable increase in institutional support 
along with the explicit authority to take any steps neces- 
sary to change the size and shape of public systems. It ex- 
pects to direct users of the service, the students, to make a 
more substantial investment in their own education, while 
directing a greater proportion of assistance to the students 
who most need it. Though modestly, it does move also in 
the direction of asking those who produce the service, 
whether public or private, to earn 111ore of their own reve- 
nues through the enrollment they attract. 

While special commissions to study spending problems are 
by no means perfect solutions, no better mechanisms are 
emerging. The Legislature should be aggressive in putting 
these commissions in place and expecting substantial results 
from them. And the membership of each should be broad- 
ened to include others besides legislators, avoiding those 
though, whose interests are vested in protecting the way 
service is provided now. 

None of this is meant to argue for freezing tax policy in its 
present form. But changes made in the present piecemeal 
fashion will not likely endure. The state needs a specially 
constituted effort here, with broad composition and 
adequate staffmg, to develop a comprehensive proposal to 
the Legislature for tax reform. 

But let us get at these quality questions first, and revenue 
raising later. The governor's budget is not stingy. It's a 19 
percent increase over the present budget; adjusted for pay- 
ing off the shifts and establishing a reserve, it's still about 
nine percent. 

Higher spending at this time will not get us either better 
quality or better answers to long-term spending questions; 
it will just get us higher cost. And merely lower spending 
will likely bring a slashing of service. We should hold the 
line-at the governor's recommended level-while we build 
strategies for the longer term. 

WHAT CAN BE DONE, SPECIFICALLY, IN THIS SES- 
SION? 

bring health care costs under control. The State of Min- 
nesota is a big buyer of health care for poor people. Seven 
out of every ten dollars in the Department of Public Wel- 
fare's budget goes for medical assistance, general assistance 
medical care and the state hospitals. Minnesota's health1 
welfare expenditures per capita are 120 percent of the 
national average. 

The 1983 Legislature has several incentive-based bills under 
consideration aimed at controlling health costs. Under one 
approach (HF 962) counties would receive a bonus in state 
reimbursement if they contracted with health maintenance 
organizations (HMOs) to  deliver medical care on a prepaid 
capitation agreement for persons on general assistance. Part 
of SF 669, which would limit the amount hospitals can 
charge for inpatient hospital care for persons on public 
assistance, provides that the limits would be waived if a 
hospital was participating in a demonstration project to 
deliver medical services on a prepaid, capitation basis. 

HF 1042 establishes pilot projects in three counties, one 
urban, one suburban. and one rural to deliver medical care 
to  low-income persons on the basis of a prospective per 
capita payment to a vendor. 

Recognizing that the problem is bigger than one session can 
handle, HF 670 calls for a legislative study commission on 
long-term care funding alternatives, including non-institu- 
tional care, HMOs and preferred provider organizations 
(PPOs) . 

To stimulate more use of lower-cost, non-institutional care 
for older persons, HF 33 would provide a tax credit for pro- 
viding home care for those elderly poor who are deemed in 
need of care that usually is provided in a nursing home. To 
reduce the reliance on institutionalization of mentally re- 
tarded persons, S F  265 would instruct the Commissioner of 
Public Welfare to seek a federal waiver permitting certain 
federal aid to be used for in-home or community-based care 
for persons who otherwise would need the level of care pro- 
vided in a state hospital or an intermediate care community 
facility. 

Some bills don't use incentives but follow the more tradi- 
tional regulating approach which we suggested to be aban- 
doned in a report two years ago. One bill establishes a mor- 
atorium on new nursing home beds (HF 670). Another 
limits the amount the state will pay hospitals for care of 
poor persons (HF 669). Unfortunately, those regulatorv ap- 
proaches don't really reduce spending much, and they prop 
up inefficient providers, postponing questions about qual-  
ity and appropriateness of care. 

Undertake new incentivebased approaches to help 



Take some concrete steps toward achieving quality in 
elementary-secondary education. One out of every four 

dollars in the general fund budget for 1983-85 proposed by 
the Governor would be given to school districts as aid. This 
represents the largest single chunk of the state budget. As in 
the past school districts would be entitled to these funds 
without having to demonstrate specific improvements in 
quality. 

There is considerable evidence of legislative concern about 
quality in the House version of the omnibus school aid bill 
(HF 92). But we are skeptical whether exhortations to 
work harder or longer or incentives for more "planning" for 
excellence represent satisfactory responses t o  the needs of 
education today. One section requires the Commissioner of 
Education to develop a comprehensive statewide plan for 
maintaining and improving instructional effectiveness, to 
develop an implementation model for training school dis- 
trict staff in instructional effectiveness, to select ten pilot 
sites for programs in instructional effectiveness training, 
and to provide inservice training for teachers. Another sec- 
tion creates a Minnesota Academic Excellence Foundation 
as a non-profit organization to develop a plan to advance 
the concept of educational excellence, including providing 
recognition programs and awards for students and teachers. 
Another section requires the Department o f  Education to 
review its curriculum requirements to assilre that students 
are adequately prepared for entering post-secondary insti- 
tutions and to adopt requirements t o  -'ensure that a mini- 
mum comprehensive educational program is available to  all 
students in the state." Another section lengthens the man- 
datory school year from 175 to 180 il:~ys. 

Some parts of EIF 92 are more promiaing. One section 
makes it possible for school districts with low enrollment in 
grades 7-12 (fewer than 375 pupils) to make arrangements 
for the provision of some or all of their cducation to be 
offered in other districts. This woultl even allow a school 
district to remain in existence if all of its high school pupils 
were educated in othcr districts. Unlike some of the other 
sections in this bill, this section is encouraging because it 
would create incentives for school districts to provide qual- 
ity education. (Supposedly, the very-low-enrollment school 
districts would be inclined to enter into agreerncnts with 
those larger districts which can do a bctter job.) 

Both the House version and its Senate companion (SF 86) 
provide special aid for school districts which cooperate in 
providing more math, foreign language and computer 
courses than could be provided if they acted independently. 
Both bills also include a program of stimulating the use of 
educational technology in the schools. The Commissioner 
of Education would approve technology utilization plans 
prepared by school districts and evaluate and approve 

"courseware." 

Some bills are intended to provide incentives for local 
school districts to upgrade the quality of instruction. For 
example, HF 412 would allow post-secondary institutions 
to propose stiffer admission requirements on high school 
graduates. Another, HF 1072, would empower low income 
pupils to choose the schools they want to attend, with state 
aid following their choices. 

Coming at the issue from a different direction, HF 928 re- 
quires the Higher Education Coordinating Board to conduct 
a study of teacher education. 

As with many other major spending items, the Legislature is 
considering, as part of the omnibus school aid bill, a legisla- 
tive commission on elementary-secondary education, to 
come up with proposals on quality and other school mat- 
ters for the 1985 Legislature. 

Move more of the decisions on distribution of state 
funds for higher education to the students and the sys- 

tems. This area offers the most promise for significant ac- 
complishment in 1983. The Governor has proposed a five- 
point program which seeks to uphold quality while recog- 
nizing over time real limits on state resources. It hands the 
governing boards a reasonable increase in institutional sup- 
port along with explicit authority to take any steps neces- 
sary to change the size and shape of the public systems (HF 
344 and SF 5 13). It expects the direct users of the service, 
the students, to  make a more substantial investment in their 
own education, while directing a greater proportion of assis- 
tance to the students who most need it (SF 809). Though 
modestly, it does move in the direction of asking those who 
produce the service, whether public or private, to earn more 
of tlreir own revenues through the enrollment they attract. 

The Legislature's confidence in the HECB this session is en- 
couraging. The Governor's proposed budget did not provide 
funds for the agency for the second year of the biennium, 
but committees in both houses have reinserted the funds to 
assure that the work of the I-IECB will continue. 

Meanwhile, a special commission, created by executive 
order of the Governor, is getting under way, looking at the 
need for maintaining quality in post-secondary education in 
a time of fiscal constraints and declining enrollment. 

Bring the rapidlyescaIating state-paid homestead prop- 
erty tax credit under control. In the homestead credit 

issue, it isn't easy to be sure whether one is talking about 
taxes or spending; it's become so blurred that it must be 



both. This "relief' program could cost more than a billion employee productivity in the MTC. 
dollars next biennium. Not only has it become a big part of 
state spending, it has tended to insulate local officials from A separate bill (SF 891) would clear up some administra- 
the effects of higher local spending decisions. tive obstacles to greater use of ride-sharing. 

The Governor's proposal to restore the first one hundred 
dollars of responsibility to the homeowner along with scal- 
ing back the percentage of relief to no more than one-half 
the total bill are steps in the right direction. If, as some re- 
ports indicate, the Legislature does not restrain the growth 
of the homestead credit, either as the Governor has sug- 
gested or by some other means, the problem of this "entitle- 
ment" burden will be ever more serious in coming years. 
The Legislature's own ability to set priorities among spend- 
ing options will be further limited. Meanwhile, local offi- 
cials wiil continue to be insulated from the true impact of 
their property tax levy decisions. 

Modify workers' compensation so that employees have 
more incentive to return to work promptly and em- 

ployers have more incentives to accept them. The reform 
package proposed by the Department of Labor and lndus- 
try contains such provisions and should be adopted. It rep- 
resents a creative departure from the seemingly neverend- 
ing debate between the parties at interest over whether 
Minnesota's workers' compensation benefits are too high or 
too low. 

Assure good transitlride-sharing service at reasonable 
expense. Public policy needs to be directed more to 

meeting the transportation needs of people than to sustain- 
ing a specific system. The Legislature, generally seems to  be 
moving in the right direction here, although we are fearful 
that the so-called "opt-out" provision may be removed 
from the Metropolitan Transit Commssion law. That provi- 
sion allows some municipalities on the suburban fringe to 
use their property tax dollars for transit in other ways than 
simply supporting the MTC. We hope the Legislature retains 
that provision because it represents virtually the only com- 
petitive element, however subtle, in the present system. 

Some other efforts in transit this session are encouraging. 
One approach (SF 884) would require the MTC to seek 
competitive bids from various vendors before eliminating 
any routes. This bill also would establish a legislative study 
commission on transit to look at the structure of the MTC 
itself, among other matters. We and others have been con- 
cerned that the MTC may have difficulty in promoting the 
full range of ride-sharing alternatives while it is directly 
operating the public bus system. The House version (HF 
637) would also require the study commission to look at 

Adopt specific incentives for careful use of state high- 
way funds. The provision of a highway study commis- 

sion in recently-adopted legislation for an increase in the 
gasoline tax is a helpful step toward reduction in the num- 
ber of miles of state trunk highways. A key factor in the 
success of this commission will be the dedication of its 
members toward assuring that the state's trunk highway 
funds are spent on those roads which truly function as 
"state," not "local," roads. Persons, who are named to the 
commission should possess a demonstrated awareness and 
concern that the state's capacity to raise funds for road 
purposes is limited and that steps must be taken to use the 
funds available on a strict priority basis. 

In the meantime the Legislature can take other steps to- 
ward greater effectiveness in use of limited road funds. For 
example. the Legislature could require the Minnesota 
Department of Transportation (perhaps in the omnibus 
transportation appropriations bill) to seek bids from county 
governments for the maintenance of selected state highways 
as an alternative to having the work be done by state em- 
ployees. Such a step would give the Department a greater 
opportunity to choose cost-effective approaches for main- 
tenance. 

Move to a better approach for controlling long-term 
state and local pension obligations. An innovative 

approach that would allow all public employees (except 
fire and police) to choose a defined benefit or a defined 
contribution pension plan has cleared one Senate commit- 
tee (SF 310). Defined benefit plans have the effect of 
creating long-term pension liabilities, while the defined 
contribution plans have no such feature. Currently, em- 
ployees have no chance to choose the defined contribution 
option. 

Assure that long-term implications of present legislative 
actions are better understood. SF 901 would re-create 

the State Planning Agency as a separate entity and require 
the preparation of long range recommendations on major 
public investment proposals and programs of the state. It 
also would require the preparation of an annual report on 
the status of the state's economy and on forecasts of medi- 
um and long term economic prospects for the state. 
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The Governor and Legislature should not make major changes in the tax system-such as higher rates, elimination of 

federal deductibility or removal of indexing-until real progress is made in revitalizing public services and bringing state- 

local government costs under control, the Citizens League said today. 

So far, most legislative discussion has centered on how to fmd the revenues to fmance existing service delivery 

systems and not on how to restore public confidence in government services, the League said. Unless steps are taken to 

improve public services, taxpayers cannot be expected to pay more, the League said. The state is in real danger of being left 

with high taxes and only mediocre services unless the debate moves to a discussion of how to increase quality in a time of 

declining or stable resources. 

Specifically, the League urged that: 

Spending for the 198485 biennium not exceed the governor's recommendations. 

No major tax policy changes be undertaken, with indexing left intact, the temporary taxes kept temporary and 

no changes made in federal deductibility. 

The Governor veto any appropriation which exceeds his spending guidelines or any tax bill which facilitates 

higher future spending. 

Special commissions be established for the major areas of spending to find strategies to revitalize these major 

services. 

The League statement recalled Gov. Rudy Perpich's budget message in which he said new alternatives must be found 

to the choices of either cutting services or raising taxes. So far, the Legislature has missed the opportunity which exists 

now to change the way in which spending occurs and thus to insure Minnesotans continue to receive the high quality serv- 

vices which they traditionally have, the services which consistently set Minnesota apart from the rest of the nation. 

"Higher spending at this time will not get us either better quality or better answers to long-term spending questions; 

it will just get us higher cost," the League said. "And merely lower spending will likely bring a slashing of service. We 

-more- 



should hold the line-at the Governor's recommended level-while we build strategies for the longer term." 

Failure to address the issue of revitalizing the state's public services could lead to a severe degredation in the lives 

of those who depend most on the public sector; school children, the elderly, the poor. Failure to achieve some limitation 

on spending may lead to tax revolts of other extreme political swings. 

"When legislators just give in to demands for higher spending, what's happening is that the taxpayer is absorbing the 

risk," the League said. "If, as sometimes happens, spending is simply suppressed (across the board cutting, capping reim- 

bursement, etc.), then the amount and often the quality of service is put to risk. What we rarely do and should be trying 

to do is make producers of the service bear some greater share of the risk." 

An example of a policy which promotes quality is the Higher Education Coordinating Board's (HECB) proposal on 

tuition and financial aid which has been adopted by the Governor in a five-point program, a program which seeks to up- 

hold quality while recognizing over time real limits on public resources. 

"It hands the governing boards a reasonable increase in institutional support along with the explicit authority to take 

any steps necessary to change the size and shape of the public systems," the League said. "It expects the direct users of 

the service, the students, to make a more substantial investment in their own education, while directing a greater propor- 

tion of assistance to the students who most need it." 

In addition to the changes proposed in higher education, the League supported several specific changes in service 

delivery: 

New, incentive-based approaches should be used to help bring health care costs under control. The State of 

Minnesota is a major buyer of health care for poor people, and seven out of every ten dollars in the Depart- 

ment of Public Welfare's budget goes for medical assistance, general assistance medical care and the state hos- 

pitals. Several bills are currently under consideration aimed at controlling costs and they should be pursued. 

Concrete steps should be taken towards achieving quality in elementary-secondary education. One out of every 

four dollars in the state general fund goes to school districts. Financing of public education with state dollars 

should be more contingent on some showing of quality. Some bills under consideration, such as the one allow- 

ing small districts to make arrangements for the education of students in facilities not owned by the district, 

seem to allow for innovation. 

-more- 



More of the decisions about the distribution of state financial support of higher education to the students and 

away from direct support for institutions. The HECB and Governor are moving in the right direction in this 

area, which is encouraging, as is the creation of a special commission to look at the need for maintaining qual- 

ity in post-secondary education in a time of fiscal constraints and declining enrollment. 

The League also made specific references to needed changes in the homestead credit program, workers' compensa- 

tion, transit, highways, pensions and understanding the long-term implications of legislative actions, all based on previous 

CL research. 

"The most encouraging prospect at present is the likely creation-by the 1983 Legislature-of major study commis- 

sions in the big spending areas," the League said. One, concerning the size of the state highway system, already is law. In 

another case, post-secondary education, the Governor had created a commission to propose ways to maintain quality in a 

period of declining enrollment and fiscal constraint. In three other areas, metropolitan transit, medical care for the 

indigent and elementary-secondary education, bills for study commissions have been proposed in both the House and 

Senate." 

The work of these studies should present the 1985 Legislature with a comprehensive agenda on the redesign of pub- 

lic services. A major infusion of new dollars to spend now would severely damage the changes of maintaining an impetus 

for change in the 1985 session, however. 

The Citizens League is a private, nonprofit, non-partisan research and education organization. The statement was 

drafted by the League's Community Information Committee, chaired by Charles Neerland, and approved by the Citizens 

League Board of Directors. 
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